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Among the hottest selling trailerboats
at present are the new Bluewater

shelter cabs from Stessl. 

Big, roomy, seaworthy yet inexpensive,
the Bluewaters are great for coastal

sport fishing.
Jeff Webster report & pics
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bow rider boats) would have increased
the cost.

While the Bluewaters can’t be fitted
with twin outboards, they can be built
with an optional auxiliary outboard
bracket - so you can at least have a
primary motor and an auxiliary if
required.

As noted earlier, there isn’t much in
the way of fishing features on the
standard Bluewaters, but all the basics
are in place. For example, above floor
side pockets run most of the length of
the cockpit. 

The side coaming extrusions are nice
and wide so you can easily fit rod
holders, outriggers or downriggers.

Down aft, the rear coamings are
wide enough to fit a moulded plastic
bait well or live bait tank (such as the
models from Bermuda Fishing
Essentials).

There’s also plenty of cockpit
freeboard all the way around the
transom and outboard well so you can
feel secure in the cockpit when fishing
offshore.

Other features in this area include lift
out, padded rear quarter seats (giving
access into the transom corners),
outdoor cockpit carpet throughout, rear
coaming rails, a single boarding step,
and a recess under the outboard well
for tackle boxes, or perhaps a spare
portable fuel tank.

Handling & Ride During the past few
years, I have tested a variety of Stessl
models fitted with the unique Trak Rail
monohull. Some of these have included
5.2 and 6.0 m Bass Bosses, a 4.75 m
Striker Runabout, 5.2 m Trophy centre
console, and a 5.15 m Fun Seeker bow
rider. On each occasion I have come
away most impressed by their
handling, ride and performance.

Unlike many pressed alloy hulls, the
Stessl Trak Rail boats are surprisingly
soft riding. Not up to the level of a
really good fibreglass boat for sure, but
substantially better than most pressed
alloy tinnies.

What became apparent during the
tests of the above craft is that the four
longitudinal rails (which comprise the
Trak Rails) attached to the hulls do
provide a significant benefit. Not only
do the Trak Rail hulls ride more
comfortably than most, but they are
also very stable, and handle well
through tight slalom turns.

So when it came time to run the two
larger Bluewater boats offshore, I was
not surprised by their solid
performance. Both the 5.2 and 5.5 m
models handled exceptionally well, and
felt safe at all times - even in quite
large seas.

During one photo session on the
Southport bar, for example, we
encountered some pretty serious seas.
The combination of a run out tide with

a strong onshore breeze and large swell
created some pretty curly waves
around the entrance. Fortunately, the
5.2 m Bluewater I was in at the time
handled the conditions with ease.
Whether running into the waves, across
them, or back down into the troughs,
there was never a time when I felt
nervous or uncomfortable - and this is
the mark of a good offshore boat.

Conclusion   Given the attributes of
the new Stessl Bluewaters, it is little
wonder these craft have become the
best sellers in the Stessl trailerboat
range. Like classic old timers such as
the Seafarer V-Sea 474, and the
original (1982/83) Savage Lancer 530,
the Stessl Bluewaters are no nonsense,
well priced fishing rigs with a big, safe
cockpit and solid performing hull. For
coastal offshore fishing, few other craft
stack up as well as the Bluewaters, and
for this reason, they have my
unreserved recommendation.

The test Stessl Bluewater was kindly
made available from Currumbin
Tinnies, the home of Stessl on the Gold
Coast. For quotes and info, call them
on (07) 5534 6606

For further information about the
Bluewater series, or the name of your
nearest dealer, contact Stessl Boats on
(07) 5597-5548.
F&B
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The Gold Coast’s Stessl Boats has
enjoyed great success in the small
trailerboat field in recent years. The
company’s award winning Edge
Tracker v-nose punts and Bass Boss
low profile open boats are a common
sight at estuaries and freshwater
impoundments across the country.

Having captured a fair slice of the
small tinnie market, Stessl has now set
its sights an landing a bigger share of
the coastal and offshore fishing boat
market. To this end, Stessl recently
released the Bluewater series. These
big, roomy, yet inexpensive boats are
already in hot demand.

Design   When Alf and Tim Stessl
designed the new Bluewater boats,
their goal was simple; provide
fishermen with a strong, spacious,
seaworthy craft for minimal cost. This
has meant skimping on some features,
such as built in live bait tanks, rod
racks etc., but these are available as
optional extras.

The premise behind the design of the
Bluewaters is that you can start with a
pretty basic boat, then add features and
equipment as required. This allows the
cost of the standard models to be kept
within reach of most trailerboat buyers.

For example, a 5.2 m Bluewater,
packaged with a 70 hp 2-stroke and
single axle braked trailer, sells for
around $21,500. Now that is

remarkably good value for money!
The Stessl Bluewaters are available

in three model lengths, 4.8, 5.2, and
5.5 m.  Standard boats come with
smooth, 3.0 mm plate alloy topsides
and with Stessl’s pressed aluminium
(3.0 mm) Trak Rail monohull. Stessl’s
Tri-Tec trihull bottom is available as an
option.

The Bluewaters have what is best
described as a “shelter cab” - which is
a cross between a runabout and a
cuddy cab. The cabin structure and
windscreen on each boat is tall enough
to provide good weather protection to a
standing helmsman. It is also tall
enough to fit an overhead bimini and
still allow the skipper and forward
passenger to stand at the helm.

Unusually, the cab structure on each
boat is made of fibreglass. This gives
the boats a neater, more stylish look,
especially when combined with the
curved perspex windscreen and smooth
plate alloy topsides.

The windscreen itself has three front
panes with the centre opening outward
to provide access to the foredeck. With
the centre pane open, you can walk
right forward to the anchor well thanks
to a recess in the fibreglass deck
moulding.

Incidentally, this forward location is
a great spot to stand and cast lures into
moving fish schools let alone perch for
some serious bottom bashing. 

Coming back to the helm area, you’ll
find there’s not a great deal of space to
mount electronics (due to the opening
windscreen) but there’s enough room
for basic items such as a sounder, GPS
and 27 MHz radio. The instrument
panel is also big enough for most of
the engine gauges you’ll need.

Other features here include
windscreen grab rails, a storage recess
under the foredeck, a glove box, and
padded vinyl pedestal seats on storage
boxes.

The central feature of each of the
Bluewaters is the large cockpit. The
cabin/windscreen size and layout is
virtually identical on each boat, but the
cockpits differ in size depending on the
size of the boat. Naturally, the 4.8 m
model has the smallest cockpit, but
even this is large compared with many
competitor craft.

If you want a really big cockpit, then
the 5.5 m Bluewater is the craft of
choice. This model has a huge, open
cockpit, while down aft there is a
traditional outboard well set-up
designed for single engines only.

The fact that you can’t fit twin
engines to the Bluewater boats is a bit
limiting for sure (particularly on the
larger 5.5 m boat) but keep in mind
that these boats are built to a price.
Fitting a transom capable of handling
single and twin engines  (such as
Stessl’s “soft tail” transom fitted to the
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